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through the water, why <[?1> their movement compared to ours,
is like a [scirocco?} on a gallop. I ha’e haifa mind to chase this in
stant, if it were only to show him the difterence between a boat
that is built of the evergreen oak of America, and tone he4n
fromL his dwarf hex!”
There would be no surer method of maintaining the honor of
the hemisphere!” observed Don Camillo, who saw that his ob
ject was gained. The youth laughed—appeared undecided—
aved his hand in disgust when Jacopo again alluded to reward,
and finally yielded. The mingled desire to serve a beauty, to <[ha—
rass?}> thwart the Senate, and to lower the pride of Stefano Mi—
lano was too much for his simple wish to rejoin the consort to
hich he alluded, and after a little further struggle with his habits
of obedience he frankly avowed his determination to spend a few
hours in [endeavoring] to effect the rescue of the iadv.
The <tiny> tlittleL schooner had no armament, but there was a
numerous and hardy—looking crew ()fl her decks which placed the
result, in the event of their catching the fugitives out of all doubt.
“Trust me for that,” observed the boyish commander, when
Don Camillo raised a question on this point. “XVe shall not need
1’ [added?JL furce, for we have here in the hold a quaker or two
that have scarred an Infidel in their day! Draw away the head
sheet, there, and stand by to set your canvass!”
The seamen <awoke from> who had been dumb auditors of all
that passed awoke from their lethargy, and then commenced
tagain. the [roIling] of blocks. The vessel, released from the
pressure against the breeze, fell off a point or two, and the atten—
ti e Don Camillo, SOOfl percei ed that the domes of St \1ark were
wemingh gliding o cr that spot on the Lido, which held the per
secuted dead.

Ciipter VLV.
I’he <tiny> Eudora. as the bov<ish> mariner called his little
schooner, was now seen stealing along the harrier of sand, which
separates the Lagunes from the gulf, under a press f sail. For
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send from the Arsenal, in a breeze, the wind is apt to fall, at mid
day, so near in, and it would be awkward to receive a visit from a
sea galley, when one has not tall-L the [same?] regularity of papers
that the republick asks”
“I had believed you protected, by the friendship of some in
pover’ returned the disappointed CamiHo.
“In the manner of bye-play—But should I suffer myself to be
brought within the lagunes, look you, Signior Duke, the very
men among them who wear my laces, <or> tand drink my
Rhenish, would see me hanged tinL the first <[?J> or drowned in
the last without remorse, before they would appear to acknowl
edge acquaintance with a smuggler. Our contract is bottomed on
the principle of play or pay.”
“Thou art young for this inquiet and hazardous calling.”
“Yet am I too old for the council of Three! No if they would
have a near view of the Eudora, it must be come by fairly—in a
broad offing, and with a trial of speed. Besides, now, that the
moon has left us, twenty of their feluccas might slip out of the dif
ferent passages, and we he none of the wiser. So with your per
mission, Signior Monforte, we lay more off the land, that there
may be elbow room should the Venitians now they have pur
chased my wares, find it in their conscientious hearts to send in
quest of their money.”
As the security of his own vessel was so obviously uppermost in
the mind of the sailor, Don Camillo saw the uselessness of re
monstrance. He was not without hope that chance might still
favor their object, while sailing at a great distance from the land,
for so much time had been lost, by his interview in the Lido, the
bargain with [blank S.] and the subsequent search as to raise the
appearance of a probability that some vessel might have got be
vond their view before the chase commenced. Stating this opin
ion merely, he submitted himself to the control of his maritime
chief with that sort of dependence which 500fl gets the ascen
dancy of landsmen when float [sic], and which <generally> proreeds from an instinct that it is generally the safest to respect.
—

—
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The laughing [blank S.], thus took a trumpet and waiting until
the two essels were sufficiently near, he [hailed?] in the custo
mary manner, and in perfectly good natural Fnglish. The sounds
produced their anticipated effect, for, whatever might have been
the disposition of the master of the ship to answer roughly, on ac
count of the reasons named, his voice was <cheerful and even cor
dial> tcordiaLL in the reply. The usual questions and answers ex
changed, the stranger expressed his surprise at finding a country
man so far from home in so diminutive a craft.
“Ay!—we are not as big as the Alps, or the island of Malta, but
still we manage to keep above water. To tell you the truth, for I
would not deal with a countryman as I would deal with one of
these Signioire, we are in the service of a private gentleman, and
just now we seek a fair Venitian, whom we have reason to think is,
at this moment, somewhere on the Adriatick within an hours run
from this very spot.”
“<[?]> “I begin to see into the offing, shipmate,” answered the
other, with a hearty nautical tone. “I wish, with all my heart I
could help you to an observation!”
“Hast seen nothing quit the Lagunes to-night, that might seem
chartered on female account?”
“Not a rope-yard—Ay! by St George, but I’m sorry. There
<[went to sea?]> came through the passage with us, a Calabrian
felucca on whose deck, my people tell me there was a farthingale.
I saw nothing of her myself for a woman, in my poor opinion,
master, has little concern with a ship, unless as a figure-head, and
then I was too busy with the channel to be thinking of trifles.
These Venetian Pilots are no witches, countryman, and for that
matter the French are [worse still?]—I never feel easy until I get a
Deal or a Dover man on my deck.”
“Dost think the Bristol people so bad?”
“Why, they are better than any thing outlandish, but the river
gives a polish <that> after all. More is to be learned, by backing
and filling once through the Pool, than by sailing up and down
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this hit of sea for a twelvemonth. Good cheer to thee, countryman, and fair winds!”
“But the farthingale?—”
“Av, the farthingale was shipted as usual over a woman’s [hips?].
‘Twas a felucca called the Isabella or Arahella some’at,—ay, the
[master?] says <[the?]> <[her name?]> lshe is calIed.] is [sic] the
Isabella Sorrv—ting, or some such name. and that she is sailed by
one Stephen Miller, no had seaman for these waters. [sic]
“Art certain of this?’
“o doubt—no doubt—we lay in the [lair?] with the fel<ucca>
1’ low.! a while, anti you kflow we are no had observers we En
glishmen. It is by observing other people so sharply, <brother>,
that we have come to understand ourselves so well. Brave cheer to
thee—”
“Another word—Where away may that felucca lie, just no’.”
“By the course she steered, and her rate of sailing, she must be to
the Southward, a little in—shore of us, distant some four leagues.”
[blank S.] now wished his countryman a good voyage and laid
aside the trumpet.
“Our sailing is now plain,” he said to the attentie Don Ca
millo. [sic] The Isabella Sorrv-ting, is the Bella Sorrentina ofJa
copo, and the Stephen Miller, no other than Stefano Milano, her
padrone. Though I might dispute my countryman’s knowledge of
your language, for he looks upon all tongues hut English as bar
barous dialects and only consents to use them <[?]> tin.L pity to
the ignorance of those who cannot understand his own <speech>,
yet is theI- a tthorough.L seaman, and one to be trusted as to the
position of the felucca. My life on it, the runaway is not a quarter
of an hour sail from the very spot he has named.”
While Don Camillo urged the other to make every effort to [im
prove?] this [hint?], and dwelt on the extent of his gratitude in the
event of success the light—hearted young sailor made his disposi
tions with great professional [readiness?], without hearing a word
that was uttered. Sail was crowded on the schooner which shot
past the heavy hull of the ship. as if the latter lay at its anchors. It
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was not long befi)re <the> ther shadowy outlines <of the 1> were

confounded with the dark mass of the <dark> Alps, t[?] a [gleam
ing?] body of clouds which seemed to rest on their summits,
which,t[together?]I- although so distant formed the margin of the
sensible horizon. From this moment the attention of all on board
the Fudora as given to objects in the southern board. As the little
vessel glided clown the Adriatick, holding such a course as would
be likely to bring therL in the <track of the> twake of]- any vessel
that had recently quitted the Lagunes, the regular watch was set,
<and> thile1- the quiet of a favorable breeze and night prevailed
on board her. Don Camillo and his attendant were prevailed upon
to go below, while the oung mariner who guided their move
ments [stretched?] himself on the deck, as quick to slumber as he
was ready to he afoot at the slightest variation from the [?] lulling
sounds of the sea that was rippled by <the> cutwater of his vessel.
It was not only broad day, but the sun had long been up, when
the Duke of St. Agatha reappeared on deck. He found the Eudora
fairly at sea, if a vessel can he said to be ever so, in <the> that
straitened <[waters?]> tgulfL of the Adriatick, still holding her
way towards the Mediterranean. On their left lay the low coast of
Lombardy, whose vast plains blended with the water, in a manner
to give the trees and [towers?] of the strand the appearance of is
suing from Out [its bosom?], while the noble back-ground of the
Appenines, began already to be visible, under the strong rays of
the morning. The Alps had diminished, hut they still bounded
the Northern view [heavy?] twith snowsL, grand <and> by their
magnitude, and beautiful in their forms.
[blank S.] pointed to several <sails> tvesselsL that were now to
be seen to the southward. This he affirmed to be a coaster edging
in for Rimini, that was a lumbering Dane drifting down towards
the headlands of Otranto on her way to the straights, but <[the?]>
a third he believed to be the <felucca of [?]> tfiigitive that they
sought. To the eye of a Iandsman there was no very apparent dif
ference, in the <two> little pointed sails, which, resembling in
form ings of cloves, were thrown out on their long lateen yards
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to catch the breeze by the two feluccas, hut the skilful youth de
clared that to his vision there were signs of sufficient clearness
nut to leave him an instant sic] doubt.
“Thou art young for one charged with a command!” observed
Don Camillo, who had listened to his distinctions with secret
admiration.
“The time has been Signior, when I was younger; and the time
will come I trust when I shall get a bigger ship.”
“I’he vessel and her master seem well proportioned as it is.”
“For the body it may he so, but not for the spirit,” said [blank S.j
laughing. “In m mind I often handle the proudest ship of the
ocean, as if it were a lady’s fan. There is your Englishman,” glanc
ing an eye backward at the apex of <canvass> a pyramid of canvass
that was just visible above the sea, sic] <and> “Though a seaman in
heart, and hand, yet <he> might theL have shoved his hulk, further
on her journey were he but disposed to look more closely <into>
t att his leeches and sheets. No man will make a sailor, Don Ca
millo, till he learns to look often aloft, nor any man a flyer who
sleeps with a loose bowline, a slack sheet, or a half-hoisted topsail.”
“Hast thou served long at thy bold trade?”
“No great matter in the eyes of a grey-beard—’Tis only eigh
teen years in all.”
“How! —Thou (lost not seem to count a greater <number of>
age, thyself!”
“Come the next equinox. I was born in a gale beneath the line,
they tell me, Signior, and I may <yet> die in its fellow, <as some of
them> tone day, byt trying which is the hardest the bottom of
my ship or some of these black capes, which frown upon these
narrow seas, as if it were to put us mariners in mind of our ends.”
“And art thou better <[?]> pleased to trifle thus with thy fortune
than to pass a more tranquil life <on the land?> [t[??]L] among
those who are less errant!”
“You ask an opinion, <Signior Duke?>, of one who has tried
<[hut?]> the merits of but one half the question. My experience of
the shore is too narrow to be of <value> any great value.”
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“Thou knowest nothing then of the land?”
“Nay, <Don> Signior Duke, you understand me too liter
allv— have been something of a traveller in my time. and have
seen many different countries. I hate been thrice ashore at Na
ples,” counting on his fingers, and speaking with that sort ot
<[a?]> 1[?[L complaisance <of his expression> that a <lady> fe
male might manifest hen she related <the> the incidents of <a
passage> some <[inland?]> short excursion on the <water>
other element, “and at Genoa, the same at [Lugano?] and nuin
herless times in the Americas. Of the hundred ports which I
have [entered?], I [do? dare?] not speak, for in experience of
this sort, I count none of much importance unless one actually
touches the soil.”
“Thou are content with <a> narrow limits to tthyL young
existence!”
“Signior, you jest! Of the two, the advantage is much with us
seamen.”
“That might be pleasant to know. One who has been thrice
ashore at Naples, once at Genoa and [Lugano?], with sundry vis
its to the ports of America, can have no great intimacy with the
earth.”
“Look you, here, Don Camillo—” rejoined the lad, a little
touched by the others manner of speaking,—and throwing open a
chart of the world as he spoke. “This of it, he who passes his life
within these little gaols of islands, or even countries, or he who
floats about, at will, over these boundless oceans. You are moor
ing to your garden, or at most a look in at your neighbor’s gate.
You have your pleasures, Signior, in looking at some well known
village, or castle, or valley, but what are they compared to those
we feel, as [seeing?], after an absence of months or even years, at
seeing some well known blue peak, like that of Teneriffe rising up
out of the water, of passing of a hot day through the shadow of
Etna, <distant twenty leagues>, t<[?]$ or of coming again on a
well known coast; your rock of Gibraltar, your Alps, your low Af
rican shore, with Atlas lying inland, your white cliffs of England,
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your meadows of Holland, or your bays and < ide> throadL
rner-mouths of America. There are towns, and churches and
conents, and villages, ttooI- scattered about, here, among your

\Iediterranean mountains on the coast, that I always greet as SC)
many old friends, and which I love the better, perhaps, tor never
having been nearer tto themI- than the view which is best suited
to make them <convenient> land—marks. These are among the
number of our most vulgar enjoyments, Signior, while the gale,
the chase, the calms, the secret trade, the trial of speed.
and
the fight have each pleasures of [their?j own.’
“Thou art well suited in thy wild nade,” said Don Camillo smil
ing, “and none will more gladly give thee a certificate of merits than
myself, cannot thou but fairly overtake the felucca of mv vassal.”
[blank S.j promised to employ all his efforts, v hen the <little>
eulogiums on his profession ceased.
The wind soon after began to lessen and though the schooner
had, by this time, drawn so near the felucca, as to enable all in her
(leek to <be> perceive the wide sweep of the latter’s latteen-vards,
as t[assisted?J by the breeze- they swung with the constant roll
of the sea, the hope of approaching that day necessarily lessened,
since the rate of their sailing was so much diminished as to reduce
the difference in the Eudora’s favor to a merely nominal advan
tage. Don Camillo, <who> would now have [?j <all his> taken to
the gondola of Jacopo, which lay upon the deck, had not his
young conductor pointed to the southern sky, which had a hot
sultry aspect, and directed his intentions to the well known signs
of an approaching scirocco.
“The Vènitian Senate may rob grooms of their brides, and
order fair ladies to be hid in distant castles,” he said, “hut it can
not muzzle the winds, or cause the Adriatick to he quiet. We shall
have a blow from <the> Africa, crc the sun sets, and more air than
is wanting to steady our pennant, and more water flying than is
needed to wash our decks.”
“In which case your vessel will again have the superiority in
speed.”
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“XVith the start in the bargain, if we are tboth1- to he driven
hack to Venice! Don Camillo, 1 know the habits of your Mediter
ranean mariners too vell, not to forsee the end. The navigation
of these seas began with your Eneas, and Plinvs and Cleopatras,
who rarely trusted their precious freights to the hazards of a
<gale> ttroubled seaL. There were barks for the creeks and
creeks for the harks. But ‘e seaman of the wild Atlantick look
upon land as the [worst?] companion of a gale, and while your pa—
drone will lay his head in—shore, the moment he sees the clouds
rise to the Southward, I shall lay mine out to getting an offing for
the drift of my schooner.”
“If the felucca makes for port we can follow and end our pursuit
at once.”
“Look you, Don Camillo Monforte—that high bold promon
tory, which juts into the sea, here in the Southern hoard, crowned
with a church, and against whose northern side you see the white
buildings of a City is called Ancona. There is a mole running from
that headland, with a wide sweep, for many a hundred feet, the
work of the Romans, and he who gets his bark fairly sheltered be
hind that hill and sea wall, may’ laugh at the hottest scirocco that
ever knotted the nerves of the fattest monk in Italy. Ày—The Cala
brian knows its advantages, and he scents the African wind already
for, you may see he <is filling> his sails are filling with the new
wind, and his felucca is shaping her way for the work of Trajan.”
“Thou art familiar with history, as with thy [rude?] calling!”
“We read, Lord of St Agatha, [with?] the calms. If a sailor be
not well instructed in these matters, he is little better than the
dead-wood of his ship. Few have more leisure, while few live
more active lives, if you can reconcile the contradictions. We are
unlike your soldier or your common traveller, for where we
march or journey we are stationary, our camp or inn is ever with
us, xe move with our household, carry our libraries with us even
into the battle, and so divide the time, that, except in unusual
emergencies, no dweller in the country has more leisure to look
into the thoughts of others. I have been on that mole of’Tiajan,
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hae seen the <marble> arch tofParian marbleL [sacred?] to his
honor, and have e’en prayed in that christian church, on the
promontor. uhere traditions and some feeble remains say once
stood a temple in honor of Venus—the [canvass?] is fluttering,
Signior, <hut> tandI- I regret the schooner may not follow the
felucca in.”
“What hinders. With th skill and the qualities of thy vessel
ue might still gain the [haen?], crc the scirocco become too
powerful.”
The youth shook his head, and laughed as he gae his further
answer in words.
“There are impertinent officials in the States of the Church, as
well as in aristocratick Venice, t” he said.”’L Their curiosity to
know the secrets of the schooner would be troublesome. We will
lay off the harbor, in readiness for the felucca when she shall sail
again, but it is seldom that I restrain the caprices of my Eudora
uith a a sic] cable.”
Don Camillo now began to urge the young sailor with [persua
sions?] and promises. Should the vessel he seized, he spoke of his
influence with the government of [Rome?], the power of his rela
tive the cardinal, the cloak his own presence would throw over
the character of the strangers, and finally of his readiness to com
pensate him, or that superior to whom he had often alluded, in
the count of any loss. Turn a deaf ear to allis
“You may fill my pockets with gold, Signior,” he answered; “and
you may shelter me and my people from the gallies, but you can
never rebuild the Eudora, or save the honour of a seaman. In all
things but this, will I gladly serve you, but <any good> the schoo
ner and the good name of her master must both be looked to.”
“The bark is beautiful swift [si] [??], but not of that value, that
the wrights of Italy cannot fashion another of equal perfection.
i ç. On the same line as the sentence ending ‘in the count of ant loss, but after a s bier
space, ( ooper wrote burn a deaf ear to all. l hese words do not fit the context of the narratrse hut prohablt constitute a note that Cooper made to himseil when starting a breab
f-tom ss riting. about the tone and content of what was to folbm ss hen he resumed
‘
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Thou shalt have another good as this, in any issue, with a heavy
reward in gold.’
“That on mean what on pr noise. Signior Don (ainillo, I am
the last to doubt, but that x on cannot pertorm what on say, your
pardon for <doubting> t[is ] 4-. Flere, now. are your copies of
xour rare Italian paintins—are they faultless, beautiful and we—
cious as those w hich they mimic. ‘l’is so with \()ur paltrx resem
blances of our [?[ schooner. \u catch the general fashion of the
boat. Some taint imitation of the [sparring?1 and rig, or some
still?] [rude?] resemblance of the hull, and [co ering?] the blem
ishes with colours that are alike, because von deceive voursek es,
fancx that the eve of one horn <on the> and [reared?] on the coast
of America cannot trace the cheat. I will lax the Fudora in the
[)oge’s \rsenal and give his artisans a year of leisure, and then
try the [qualities?] of their <offspring> abilities, for a thousand se
quins. in gale or breeze, <with> [flowing?] sheet or <steering
sails> thowline1- \o—he who wears a jewel like this, can only
blame himself if he puts it w ithin reach of custom—house grasp.”
l)on Camillo was compelled to submit AS if. however, to re
store the peace between them, the obstinate young captain, ran
in, favored bx the breeze and the new direction taken by the fe
lucca, so nigh the latter, as not only to lie certain of its identity,
but, assisted by the glass. to lie able to discern objects distinctlx
on her deck. <Both> TAliL looked in vain, for any signs of females
being on board, though, just as his companion had abandoned the
examination, and with it [part?] of their hopes of being on the
right pursuit. [blank S ], distinctly saw the cowl of a monk, among
the forms on her deck. The Lord of St gatha seized the glass,
and satisfied himself that it was the Dominican [sic] t[Re?[L\s
sured on this important point, he listened to the advice of the
mariner, t<th>L w-ho urged the wisdom of now standing out
from the land lest thex should draw suspicion on their own move
ments and thus defeat their object, by causing the agents of the
Senate to resort to some other means of a oiding them, the hull
was iccordinglx put down, and the Fudora began to glide aw a
.
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swiftly from the <land> shore, under the influence of the sci
rocco, which just began to be felt.
Before the sun had set the Adriatick <was white with [??] that
striking contrast of green and foam, which is> Twas turbulent
with the green and <foam> whiteL peculiar to the sea in a gale.
The waves rose with the wind, and by the time the schooner was
fairly in the offing, all on board her, but the mariners, were glad
to seek their births. Not so, the young seaman who controlled her
movements. 1’ightening the band of his cap, and drawing around
him the folds of his sea jacket, he braced his light form against
<the> taT mast, and regardless of the surges with which the ves
sel seemed to leap from wave to wave, he watched the changes of
the weather, <[an?]> the tension of the sails, and the <swell>
t roilt of the <[foaming?]> sea, with an eye <long> practiced from
infancy in scenes of similar grandeur.
The Eudora did credit to the eulogiums of her master. A hun
dred times did she appear about to receive the crest of <some>
<[?]> ta green and angryt cataract of water on her <low> deck,
when buoyant, as a cork, she rose tgaylyL to its summit, <and>
t<when>l- the tthreateningt surge t<would>T gush<ing>tedt
beneath her bottom, break<ing>, and wash<ing> away to leeward,
in a flood of foam. There were moments, however, when <the
schooner,> pressed upon by her canvass and borne down by the
power of the scirocco, tthe schoonert would take such mad
plunges into the high ridges <of the element> she met, that her
motion was momentarily stopped, the water rolling on her deck
in a t<[?j>T torrent, <and> tthatt threaten.zing>tedt to sweep
seaman and spars alike before it. There were dangerous <shocks>
tinstantst, though not unusual, and [blank S.], watched their vio
lence and figuring with tat brow that began to contract with
care. Still <as his> tthet little <fabric> tbarkt tossed tthe
watert from her decks <the sea> t<water>t, like <some> the
<[?]> sea-fmvl lifts its head from the <element> tdivet, and sent
<hack> the lighter particles of the element high as her townt
masts upward in spray, and, prompted?J by the comparatne
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smoothness ot her track after each of these shocks, she would
glance ahead as if conscious of her liberty and renewed power.
Sail after sail had disappeared, and reef had succeeded reef until
there remained only a sohtarv <strip> sheet of canvass to steady
the hull and keep it balanced in the position <[?]> most suited to
mount the surges which kept ever rolling onward.
The schooner was now king—to, as it is expressed in the lan
guage of <seaman> sailorsL. or with the least possible motion of
<her> tits own to OOSC to the violence of the waves. This is
the common expedient of mariners when the strength of the
wind. Trenders it impracticable to carry sail, or when the power
of the sea becomes to [sic] great as to oblige them to lessen that of
their vessel, in order to diminish the force of the shocks that nec—
essarilv arrive, at each instant, between the element and the fab
ric. Seaman [sic] have but one more refuge from these dangerous
concussions, when exposed to their attacks on the broad waste of
1’ the waters. This final resource is scudding, or running off from
the gale, in such a manner, as to bring in the aid of a correspond
ing motion between the ship and the surges, in order still more to
lessen the violence of the latter. <[Long deletion of four to seven
words thoroughly blotted.]> It is always a delicate maneuver, and
it is one that requires <[????]> a great exhibition ofjudgnient and
complete readiness of hand in those who guide the vessel in such
perilous moments. <Wrhen the [??]>
Iblank S.] perceived as night drew around him in that wild and
straitened sea that <the> his little bark was required to manifest
the most valuable of <her> all her boasted properties. On the
broad \tlantic a vessel of her size might have ridden on the long
and swelling ridges of the ocean in comparative safety, hut here,
as always happens in waters of narrow limits, wave followed wave
so swift [sic], and short, as it it [sic] technically termed, that even
his own acute senses had barely time to ascertain that one danger
was escaped before another presented itself. In this emergency,
and before the gale had yet reached its highest point of Fury, or
his <t]?]L> people were exhausted, <[people?]> the ready boy
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took his decision. A favorable moment was sought, the sea to
windward was anxiously examined by the unnatural lights of
other jdrifting?j that disengaged itself from the tumult of wa
ters. The helm was born a-weather, a fragment of canvass twas
rapidh 1_ opened on the forward mast, while that which had
hitherto borne the hull up against the wind was as suddenly
taken in, and the Eudora rose on the crest of a tremendous sea.
like a bubble. <and> tandt inclin<ing>tedt <after> t[to
ward?1 the roaring torrent, as if yielding to its power. But it
was in obedience to the <helm> truddert and the agency of the
cant ass, that the change was made, for in a minute <[?E1>tthe
schooner was seen driving <like> dow n with the gale in a man
ner that seemed even to outstrip the undulating tops of the
waves themselves.
“Steady!—” called the youth to the dripping seaman at the
helm. “Keep her in hand, and mind her where she yaws These
were words of caution w eli known to nautical ears. They inferred
the danger of breaching-to, and all the horror of being overtaken
by the element in a position least favorable to the endurance of
the machine. Bark and <?> sea now appeared to contend with
each other in a <strife> tcontest1- of furious rapidity, the latter al—
ways closing the struggle by sporting its crest, harmless <1w>
tint its diminished magnitude, past the scudding hull, with a ve
locity that equaled the motion of the driving clouds themselves.
It <was> seemed hut a minute, and in truth it was not many, he[ore a <huge>, l)lack and rolling mass was approached in the cen
ter of that strife of elements. At the next, the schooner shot past
the laboring hull of the English trader, lying—to, and hauling up
under her lee, it rode, easy as a <sleeping> duck in the shelter of
her <ponderous?> thuget neighbor. [blank S.] laughed at his
own expedient, when he found himself riding so easily in such a
tempest, cautioning the look out to beware of the drift, and tsot
.“

regulating his <canvass> tschoonert as to keep the two vessels at
a proper distance. lIe was rewarded by a broken sea, and a less
ened power of the gale.
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\ot so with the Briton. Though fully able to resist the elements,
by his size and equipments, his yards described wide <sweeps?>
tsneeps in the air, his groaning hull [answered?] to every deep
plunge <it made> into the sea, and at times, glittering pyramids of
spray glanced upward into the night, as when the rolling element
encounters the <surface> tresistance of a rock. [blank S.] now
<gave> t[removed?]L his charge to those who watched, enveloped
a portion of his form in a fragment of canvass, and wet with the
[clinging?] [mist?], and cradled by that element on which he had
[sic] born, theL slept like a petterel in a calm.
Chapter XX
The storms of the Adriatick, during the warm months, are sud
den and short. When the day returned the <gale> twindL had
lessened, and by the time the sun was up the weather gave every
appearance of another change. The sea had no longer power to
<[?]> ttossl- the heavy <hull of the> ship as it had been tat tree
top rocking in the gale, <and> and the mariners had already
opened their canvass, in order to get command of their <massive>
vessel. The little <Eudora> tschoonerL, profiting by the altera
tion, tsoonL- made sail, and, hauling close up under the bows of
her neighbour, to whom she gave a merry <and friendly> saluta
tion and tfriendlyt adieu in the same breadth, tsheL went danc
ing over the still troubled element to windward, leaving the huge
hulk behind her, breasting the seas in <a sort of> sullen grandeur.
The Eudora looked that <day> tmorningL into the port of An
cona, and doubling its head-land, stood to the southward with an
other breeze at [ski west. With a tranquil sea, and a cool <and>
refreshing md from off the <Appennines> tmountainst Don
Camillo found some relief for his impatience in the rapidity of
their progress and the hopes of soon overtaking <the felucca> her
he sought. Every natural object of the scene was <now> Ito the
eyeL the reerse, <to the> eye [sic, of < hat> tthat whichL it had
been ton! the preceding night. <Then> The Adriatick was
tthenL green. convulsed and gloorm, <now> it was <[?j> tnowL
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refulgent, tandL smiling; <and> then the air was feverish <and
oppressive> with a tconstant sense of its <power> toppressive—
ness.l- now it had the soothing influence of the bath without its
presence. and thus there <was > the peculiar colours of the sky
cast a dismal <and> hue upon the land, while nothing could be
more radiant than the view tnowL presented by the tmarches, or
t??JI hills crowned with towns, and <whole> values teeming with
the fertility of a genial sun and a luxuriant soil. The <[?? setting]>
hack-ground of this lovely picture, as seen from the deck of the
<swift—moving> schooner, was the grand outline of the Appe—
nines, at the distance of some fifty miles, <soft in their>. tThei
eastern acclivities. <wilder and more hold> tot these fne moun
tains were soft and [inviting?].L as the eye rose along their sides.
<??????> tThey grew holder and more wild, whileL their rugged
and fantastick summits, which dazzled the eye with their glories,
as they glittered beneath the morning sun, were heavy with snows
and the [working?] of time.
The <whole> scenery of Italy, may he divided into three
<great> general divisions, which, while no one of them all is en
tirely exempt from some tlittlejv relief from the <two> others,
sufficiently <[?]> distinguish the natural features of the whole pe
ninsula. The first, and the most important of the three, consid
ered in reference to extent and usefulness is the <plains> tievel
landL. Spreading from the foot of the Alps to that of the Appe
nines, a distance of more than a hundred miles in an air line, and
from <the> another range of the former mountains to the tveryJ.
beach of the Adriatick over a still greater extent, lies the vast plain
of Lombardy. <including in its [?] surface a large portion of the
[one full line thoroughly blotted here]>. The immense vacuum in
the horizon, which resembled the boundless void of the sea, de
noted the positions of these unbroken and low [regions?] to the
north and west. <XVhere> tWTereL we to extend our description,
it would be necessary to add to this, the values of Tuscany, the
[Marenimi?j, the tRomanL Champagna, the Pontine Marshes,
the [Felicicia?] Campagna, and all those lovely and luxuriant
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vales, that are found in thousands along the shores of the two
seas, or among the Mountains. <[The seq?]>
The second division is tcomposed of]- th<e>tose]- <pictu
resque> and [sic] broken districts, tinL which the monotony of
the plains is relieved by sudden but not ungraceful swells, and
<[even?]> t[rockv?]l- hills that in another country might aspire to
he classed as mountains. <and whi> It is this division of country,
which composes so much of the familiar beauty of Itah furnish
ing the most picturesque sites for city and village, the olive and
the vine, together with that [?j admixture of <[?J> the wild and
the cultivated, which, aided by water perhaps supplies the loveli
est [sic] all of natural pictures.
The third and last division is <[altogether?]> chiefly grand,
being the Appenines in their [altitude?], though even these are
<relieved>, in their wildest parts, by <F?]> forests of <[?]> chest
nuts, villages <looking> tresembling like castles clinging to
their sides, heaths, and [even fertility?], that <gives a double
charm [P1> deprives their bolder features of rock and cataract, and
hoary peak of <all> the character of monotony.’
6
It has already been said that the marches of Ancona belongs to
the second of <[these?]> tthese]- adopted divisions. They are
alike fertile and smiling, but they are also broken into a thousand
picturesque and diversified <little mountains> rocky hills. The in
security of the middle ages have crowned many of these irregular
summits, with convent, church, castle, village or city. Ancona it
self is built upon a<n> tsteep acclivity, though its t[modern?]l
ió. For the forrv-mne manuscript lines beginning with this sentence to the end of the
transcription, the current location of the holograph is unknown. This transcription has
been made from a high quality photographic reproduction of the original, from the Dart
mouth College copy of Lettres autogosphes composant Ia collection de ALidarne G. Whitney
Hoff, item 170. According to the transcription in the Hoff volume and to the note in
Beard, Letters and Jonrnals,3: opposite 519. Cooper gave this rejected sheet to Mme.
Amelie Kautz as an autograph, on August 24 Ot sç. r S3. (Mme Amelie Kautr. later
Comtessa de Lacepede, ssas co-mistress of a school in Paris attended by the Cooper girls.
She made a lithograph portrait of Cooper in 1527) The fragment, shich .ippears to con
tinue the narrative immediately after the sheets no at the American Antiquarian Society,
is inscribed on roughly tsio—thirds iifa sheet mea’.uring .C’ isv io”.
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defenses and the necessities of commerce have [coursed?] its
streets to the margins of the sea. The ancient town is said to have
stood altogether on the [east?1 of the [hold?] head-land so often
named, and to this days the castles and citadel of the place occupy
sites of great elevation.
<There v. crc> One of these inconvenient but picturesque <vil
lages> tplacesl- <[have?]> became an object of great interest to
the three Italians, as the Eudora glided along the land, within
cannon shot of the shore. It was a village that lay inland some <lit
tle> short league, and which appeared to possess but a single
street built on a ridge, whose sides were in part composed of rock
nearly perpendicular. Seen from the sea, it presented a church of
some magnitude at its eastern extremity, a range of adjoining pal
ace, a maze of rock and fortress, and the humbler roofs of perhaps
a hundred low dwellings, in the perspective. [blank S.] observed
Gino crossing himself and muttering [vows?] as they sailed past
the spot, while the eyes of the gondolier were fastened on the
pile, that crowned the extremity of the ridge in deep [ravines?].
“What hast thou yonder that [thou?] <[????j> plavest the friar
so devoutly? <[This morning ??]>“, asked the gay lad, while he
glanced a look towards Don Camillo and Jacopo, both of whom
betrayed tan equal though a more disguised [character?].
“Tis the shrine of our Lady of Loretto, <[answered?]>” was the
answer. “And if you tare.L a christian, yourself it may be none the
worse for our voyage, should you and your people offer a few
vows in behalf of the weather and a happy arrival in port.”
“<[Do the good fI>, I have heard of the place—boy, bring me
hither the chart of the Adriatick that I may note the church as a
<fitting> land-mark in running in for Ancona. <[???????]> t’Tis a
bold object, [???] turn it to account.L Do the good friars, think
you,” he added, rising from making his notes, “deal in winds?”
“Though a Lutheran, and one taught to laugh at <such belief>
tthe faithL,” said an admonishing voice at his elbow. “The bold
est mariner of the Adriatick is often glad to remember that
shrine!”
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“Ha! SigniorJacopo—thou, too, among the <faithful>. tbeliev
ers!l- I trouble no man’s creed, <and if you enjoy your belief in the
virtues of Loretto until I come to share it, look you l)rother, the
[?J will be all your own>. tfor it is a matter bet een the sinner
and his [creator?]J I say naught against tvourJ- offerings to von
shrines, because I wish to offend none who go there, and if I say
nothing for, it, tlook vouI- is because I know nothing.”

“Hast thou never landed at Loretto, in thy many passages, to
and from, in the Adriatick?” demanded Don Camillo, who had
drawn near, at the conversation. <with the interest of that?> “[??]
are glad, I <??? to give ? to a prayer> tan occasion to repeat their
prayers before that holy shrine. But you Lutherans are little [?j to
[?j the Saints [????] in the Sirocco thou [????]L
[sic] Signior, I hope that long use with tempests and rocks has
not led me to forget the hand that made them. Patron, tof the
sort you mean,l- I have none, but him who made the heavens and
the earth, and <where night and morning I> to him I hope I am
not ungrateful, though it is not often that I choose a gale of wind
to return my thanks or to ask for favors. To me <the> his power is
most sublime in a calm, and I am [sure?] that my prayers are then
most grateful.”
“Thou mavest do both, young man, since it is not necessary
that he who hethinks him of the Almighty in the tempest, should
forget him when there is less danger. Here is little wind, at
present. and certainly little cause of apprehension. and yet here I
vow, to bestow on the Lady of yon shrine, a vestment of <[rich?]>
gold brocade, with fitting ornaments in jewellrv, when Provi
dence shall please to restore to me the bride of which the treach
erv of Venice hath robbed me.”
“And I vow, calling this noble Neapolitan and the rest to wit
ness,” said Jacopo, when Don Camillo had crossed himself in rev
erence, after speaking. “<[That?]> tToL make a pilgrimage on
foot to her shrine, in order to render thanks for my deliverance
from the Senate. and with hopes of having the great wish of my
heart gratified.”
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“And I vow” said Gino—”to say seventy ayes between sun and
sun—To send one hundred [caritanis?] to the ‘Tieasury of Loretto
by this honest pilgrim [sic] to fast for three Fridays in strict con
science, and hoping only, from the favor of the blessed Maria,
never again to come within reach of the arms of the Council, and
a safe arrival in Calabria, without hindrance from the winds, or
torments from the Infidel. [sic]
“And I vow—” cried <[the?]> [blank S.].
“I had forgotten to say,” <[?]> eagerly interrupted Gino—”that
I meant, <of course>, to include among the Infidel all cruisers and
rovers, whether in turbans or caps that molest these seas, and I
hope I may add, also, a wish to live [peaceably?], for the rest of the
year, in the castle of St. Agatha, where I have many loving rela
tives and friends.”
“Thou enterest closely into the particulars of thy bargain,” [an
swered?] [blank S.] “So much as to endanger the loss of some of
the conditions.” sic] Thou [wast?] about to call on our Lady of
Loretto for aid, thyself? [sic] [observed?] the Duke.
“Signior. no. I was about to vow [sic]
fEnd of the tmnscrttionJ

